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ABSTRACT 
We present a proof that in Orlicz spaces the Amemiya norm and the Orlicz norm coincide for any 
Orlicz function ‘p. This gives the answer for an open problem. We also give a description of the 
Amemiya type for the Mazur-Orlicz F-norm. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of Orlicz spaces three norms appeared in the following historical 
way: First it was Orlicz who introduced already in thirties the so called Oriicz 
norm 11 . 11:. 
Then Nakano (1950), Morse-Transue (1950) and Luxemburg (1955) con- 
sidered another norm, which sometimes is called the Luxemburg-Nakano 
norm but usually in the literature is called the Luxemburg norm. This norm is 
just the Minkowski functional of a convex modular ball {x : I,(x) 5 l}, i.e., 
]Ix]]~ = inf{X > 0 : &(x/X) 5 1). 
Approximatively at the same time I. Amemiya (see [ll], p. 218) considered the 
norm 
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In the Nakano book [ll] there is a discussion about two kinds of norms, the 
so called first norm which is the Amemiya norm and the second norm 
lllxllI~=inf{~:I,(ax) I l}, h h w ic is, as we can easily see, the Luxemburg 
norm. We have also the following relation between these norms 
for every x E L&J). A similar relation, where instead of the Amemiya norm we 
put the Orlicz norm, is also well known. Namely, for any x E L,(p), 
Moreover, ]]x]]~ < 1 if and only if Z,(x) 5 1. For the theory of Orlicz spaces we 
refer to [31, [41,[51, [61,[91,[111, [131 and 1141. 
The last two relations between the norms suggested that maybe the Orlicz 
norm and the Amemiya norm are equal. Really, the equality 
(1) 11410, = Ilxll$ 
for any x E L&u), when cp is an N-function (i.e., cp is a finite-valued vanishing 
only at zero Orlicz function which satisfies the conditions cp(u)/u + 0 as 
u -+ O+ and (p(u)/ u + 00 as u + CQ) was proved by Krasnoselskii-Rutickii in 
[3], Th. 10.5 (see also [7], Th. 8.6 or [13], Th. 13). Nakano [ll] and Luxemburg- 
Zaanen [6] have shown the equality (1) for every Orlicz function ‘p which is 
finite-valued and satisfies the condition cp(u)/u + 00 as u --f 00. As far as we 
know the problem if the norms ]I . II”, and ]I ]I; coincide in any Orlicz space 
L,(p) (or equivalently for any Orlicz function (p) seems to be an open question. 
We should mention here that the equality 
* d.(~)=sUP{~~x(I)Y(i)dp(--i(x):x~~~}, 
was used by Nakano [lo] in order to prove equality of Orlicz and Amemiya 
norms. The desired equality follows from the Nakano result saying that in any 
abstract modular space the Amemiya norm coincides with the Orlicz norm if 
we can prove that on order continuous part of the dual to an Orlicz space L,+, the 
conjugate modular (&,)* coincides with the modular I,+. However, to prove this 
equality we need to know that for any u > 0 there is v > 0 such that the Young 
equality p(u) + ‘p*(v) = uv holds. But for some Orlicz functions this is not true. 
Namely, if we take as the Orlicz funtion 
P(U) = L l-Jl’i--;;z forO<u<l, foru> 1. 
Then the Young conjugate cp* is 
p*(v) = JiTP- 1, 
and for u = 1 there is no v satisfying the Young equality. 
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Similarly, the proof in [6] works for any convex Orlicz function cp such that at 
any point at which p(u) < 00 its left-derivative is also finite. The above example 
however shows that it can be cpL(b(cp)) = 00. 
For those reasons the problem ofequality of the Amemiya and Orlicz norms 
needs an independent proof. 
We also note that although Li, L,, L1 fl L, and L1 + L, are generated by 
Orlicz functions which are neither finite-valued nor vanishing only at zero, it is 
known that both of these norms also coincide in such spaces (see [2]). 
In this paper we will solve the above mentioned problem by showing that the 
Amemiya norm and the Orlicz norm are equal for any Orlicz function cp. The 
proof of this result is given in Section 2. In Section 1 we collect some necessary 
definitions and some known results from the theory of Orlicz spaces. Finally, in 
Section 3 there are some results and remarks in connection to the Amemiya 
type description of the norm. Already Orlicz [12] observed that the Luxemburg 
norm can be described in the Amemiya form. We will see that also the Mazur- 
Orlicz F-norm can be described in the Amemiya form. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (0, C, cl> be a complete g-finite measure space and Lo(p) the space of all 
(equivalence classes of) C-measurable real functions on 0. Consider an Orlicz 
function cp : [0, cm) + [0, cm , i.e., a convex function vanishing at zero (not iden- ] 
tically 0 or 00 on (0,oo)) and define a functional ZP : L’(p) + [0, cw] by the for- 
mula ZV(x) = Jo 9(1x(t) I) dp. The Orlicz space L&) is defined by 
Lip(p) = {x E LO(p) : ZP(xX) < cc for some X > 0). 
This space is a Banach space with the following three norms: the Luxemburg 
norm 
IIxllV = inf{X > 0 : Z+Jx/X) 5 l}, 
the Amemiya norm 
Ilxll; = ,i=f,; (1 + qo(kx)) 
and the Orlicz norm 
where the function cp* : [0, co) -+ [0, 001, defined by the formula 
cp*(U) = sup {UV - cp(v) : v 2 O}, 
is called the complementary function to cp in the sense of Young (see [3], [7], [9], 
[13]). We need to define for an Orlicz function cp the following four numbers: 
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where cp’_(u) and cp!+(u) denote the left and the right derivatives of cp at u, re- 
spectively. From the definition of the Orlicz function we have a(p) 5 b(p), 
a(cp) < o;), b(cp) > 0 and 0 5 c(p) 5 ~(1) < d(p). Moreover, a(cp*) = c(p) and 
b(cp*) = d(P). 
The Orlicz space L+.,(~) with each of the above three norms I( e 11 is a sym- 
metric space with the Fatou property (see [3], [7] and [14] ). More precisely, they 
are Banach function lattices, i.e., 
(i) if x E L’(p),y E L&L) and Ix(t)1 5 [y(t)1 ,u-a.e., then x E L+,(~) and 
llxll 5G IIYII. 
(ii) there is a function x E L&u) which is positive p-a.e. They also have the 
Fatou property, i. e., 
(iii) if 0 5 x, r x with x, E L,(p), x E Lo(p) and supn llxnll < 00, then 
x E L+,(P) and 
llxll = ,l;mm Ml7 
which are also symmetric, i.e., 
(iv) ifx E L’(p), y E L&) andp{t E R: (x(t)1 > A} = p{t E R: [y(t)1 > A} 
for all X > 0, then x E Z&J) and llxll = JIy(I. 
The Fatou property for the Amemiya norm is not obvious and therefore we 
give a proof here. Assume that 0 5 xn 1‘ x with x, E I,&), x E Lo(p) and 
supn Ilx~/$ < 00. Then 
(I: n := IIXnll; = f:f, l+ Z;(kx,) < f:f, ; (1 + Z,(kx)) = ~~x~~~, 
and so a = supa,, 5 Ilxll~. We want to prove that IIxI(~ < Q. 
Assume that the last inequality is not true, i.e., Ijxl$> a. Then ~~x~~~ > Q + 6 
for some 6 > 0, and this gives that i [l + Z,(kx)] 2 cx + 6 for any k > 0. Since, by 
the Fatou lemma for integrals, we have ZV (kx) 5 lim inf, _, co Z, (kxJ it follows 
that 
; [I + Z&kxn,)] 2 ; [l + Z+,(kx)] 2 cy + S, 
for some subsequence (x,,) of (x,). This gives (I+,, 11; 2 (Y + S > (Y for all nat- 
ural numbers m, which is a contradiction. The proof is complete. 
The Orlicz function cp and its complementary function cp* satisfy the Young 
inequality 
(2) UV I cp(U) + $0”(v) vu, v > 0. 
The case of equality in (2) is important and leads to the definition of the sib- 
differential L+(u) of cp at u > 0 as follows: 
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O~(u) = {v _ 0: ~(u) + ~*(~) = uv}. 
Observe that: 
(i) i fu ~ (O,b(~)) and ~r_(u) < oc, then &p(u) = [~o' (u), ~o+(u)]; 
(ii) i f  ~f_ (b(~)) < oo, then &p(b(~p)) = [qa r_ (b(~)), ~) ;  
(iii) if either u = b(~p) and ~t(u) = e~ or u > b(@), then O~o(u) = ~. 
Since ~ is defined only on [O,c~), ~o' (0) is not defined, we set 0~(0)= 
[ -~(0) ,  ~+(0)]. 
Note that if we extend T to the whole R, by letting ~( -u )  = ~(u) for all u > 0, 
then we obviously have that ~_ ( -u)  = -~+ (u) and ~o+ ( -u)  = ~_ (u). 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
We formulate and prove now our main result. 
Theorem 1. Let ~ be an arbitrary Orlicz function. Then 
for any x E L~(#). 
Proof. Using the Young inequality (2) we obtain for any k > 0 and y E L~. with 
I~, (y) _< 1, 
1 
x(t)y(t)d# = ~ fa kx(t)y(t)d# 
k {I~(kx) + 1}. 
1 
<_ {I~(kx) + I~.(y)} <_ ~¢ 
This gives [1 x 1[ ° < ~, {I~(kx) + 1} Vk > O, and, consequently, 
IIxtl ° _< Irxll  
for any x E L~(#). It only remains to prove the reversed inequality 
(3) llxll{ < llxl[ ° 
for any x E L~(/z). 
Let us first observe that to prove (3) in general it is really sufficient o show (3) 
when 
(,) x is a nonnegative simple function from L~(#) and ~ is a smooth Orlicz 
function on [0, b(~)). 
Really, according to the fact that both of  the norms II II~ and I1" II ° have the 
Fatou property, it is sufficient o show (3) for simple functions from L~(#). 
Moreover, the norms are ideal ones, i.e., we have the equalities 
[[xl[ ° = 11 [xl [1o and [[xl[~ = 11 Ix[ I1~, 
so it is sufficient o prove our estimate (3) only for nonnegative simple functions 
from z~(#). 
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Also without loss of generality we can assume that qa is smooth on the inter- 
val [0, b(~)). Otherwise, for any e > 0 we can find an Orlicz function ~/, which is 
smooth on [0, b(~p)) and satisfying 
(4) ~b(u) < ~b(u) < •((1 + e)u) Vu > O. 
Take, e.g., ~e(u) = ~ f~l + e)u ~ ds. Then we have ~(u) < q0~(u) < ~((1 + e)u) 
for all u > 0 and so L,,(#) = L¢(#) with 
(5) Ilxll°~ < IlxH °, < (1 + ~)llxll °. 
If we can prove the equality of the Amemiya and the Orlicz norm for smooth 
functions ~ on [0, b(~)), then we have I[xll~ -- Ilxll~ for all x 6 L¢(#) = L~(#). 
Moreover, by (4), 
in f l (1  + I~(kx)) -k>0k  < inf 1(1 + l¢(kx)) _ < in fk (1  + I~((1 + e)kx)) 
1 
= (1 + e)~nfk(  1 + e)(1 + I~((1 + e)kx)), 
and, thus, we find that 
(6) Ilxll~ ~ Ilxll~ ~ (1 + ~)llxll~ a. , 
In virtue of (5) and (6), we obtain 
[[x[[ ° ~ [[x[I ~ ~ [[x[[~ : Ilxl[~ ~ (1 + ~)llxll °, 
so that 
Ilxll ° ~ Ilxll~ ~,(1 + e)llx[[ ° 
and since e > 0 is arbitrary we conclude that Ilxll ° = Ilxlt~ a for all x E L~(#). 
Observe also that 
I~.(~o'(kx)) ~ 0 as k ~ 0 
whenever ~ is smooth, i.e., ~' is continuous (~' denotes the right or left deriv- 
ative of ~o) and x is a nonnegative simple function from L~ (u). This follows from 
the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem and the facts that 
~*(~'(u))  = u~'(u) - ~(u) ~ 0 as u --, 0 + 
and ~o*(~o'(u)) is nondecreasing on [0, oo). 
Finally, the task is to prove (3) under restrictions (,). We will consider the 
following three eases separately. 
I. The function ~ is finite-valued and d(qo) = oo. 
II. d(qo) < oo. 
III. b(~o) < oo. 
Case I: We have ~(u)/u ~ oo as u ~ oo and, by smoothness of ~o on [0, ~) ,  
~'(u) ---, ~ as u --* o0. Also, for a nonnegative simple function x from L~(/~), 
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Z,*(cp’(kx)) < 00 for any k > 0 and ZV*(cp’(kx)) + 00 as k --t co. 
Since the functionf(k) = Z,* (cp’(k x )) is continuous, it has the Darboux prop- 
erty, sof(k) = Z+,*(cp’(kx)) = 1 for some k > 0. This yields 
Ilxll; +l +Z,(kx)] = ;{Z&+4) +Z,(kx)} 
=;,s kx(4cp’(kx(t))G = ,s 44cp’(kx(t))G 2 Ilxll;. 
Case II. d(cp) < 00. Then b(cp) = 00 and b(cp*) = d(p). 
It is also obvious that for smooth cp, we have p’(u) 7 d(cp) as u t co. We will 
consider two subcases for a nonnegative simple function x E L,,(p). 
IIa. ~(su~~x) > llcp’(4cp)). 
Then there exists 6 > 0 such that ~(suppx) > l/cp*(d(cp) - 6). Take any 
E E (0,6] and let U, > 0 be so large that p’(u) 2 d(p) - E for all u 2 u,. Define 
A, = {t E n : x(t) > 24,/n}. 
There exists m E N such that p(&) > l/cp*(d(cp) - E). We have for any t E A, 
that mx(t) > u,, and thus, p’(mx(t)) > cp’(uE) 2 d(p) - E. Consequently, 
cP*V(mx(t))l 2 cp*[d(cp) - e] and so 
00 > Z&f%=)) 2 cp*V(cp) - el~(4J > CP*[~CP) - 4/~*[&4 - 4 = 1. 
Now, in the same way as in the case I, we note that there exists k > 0 such that 
Z,*(p’(kx)) = 1 and, consequently, ]]x]]G 5 ]]x]]z. 
IIb. ~(suppx) I llcp*(d(cp)). 
Assume that Z,*(v) 5 1. Then ) y(t) I < d(v) CL-a.e. because p*(u) = co for all 
u > d(p). This yields 
lift I d ( >A M-J I ,s Ix(Mt)lG 5 d(v)./ Ix(t>lh = 4P)II x II,. 
Setting z(t) = d(v)xsuppx(t), we get 
d xW4W = 4cp)ll-411 and Z*(z) = cp*(4cp))~(su~~x) I 1. 
Thus, ll41; = 4dlW 
On the other hand, 
~~x~~~ =f:f,;(l +ZJkx)) I ii&{1 +ZJkx)} 
= :im-&Zdkx) = ,‘iim_ S &dkWl)& 
SUPPX 
=,,,s,, ‘x(t)k% klx(t)l 
p(lkx(t)l) dp = d(cp)llxlll = ~~x~~;. 
Therefore, ]]x]$ = ]]x]]& and the proof in the case II is complete. 
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Case III: We consider again two subcases. 
IIIa. b(cp) < cc and cp’_(b(cp)) = cc. 
By the homogenity of the norms 11 11; and II . lliAit is enough to prove the 
equality of these norms only for x E Z&U) with ]Ix])~ = 1. 
Let x be a nonnegative simple function x = Cy=, cix,+ with ~~x~~~ = 1, where 
ci # cj for i’# j and Aj are pairwise disjoint measurable sets and 0 < p(Ai) < 00 
for these in {l,... ,n} for which cp(ci) > 0 (note that if cp(ci) = 0 it can be 
Z4-4) = oc). 
Letmbesuchthatc,=max{ci:i=l,... , n}. The function cp is finite-valued 
on [O,b(cp)) and P’(U) t cm as u t b(v). Therefore there exists 0 < k < b(p)/cm 
such that cp*((cp’(&))p(A,) > 1. 
Moreover, 0 < p*(cp’(kx(t))) < p*(cp’(kc,)) < co for any t E Rand this gives 
1 < Z,+‘(kx)) < cm. 
Since ZV* ($(Xx)) + 0 as X + 0 and the function f(x) = ZP+(cp’(Xx)) is con- 
tinuous on the interval [0, b(cp)/c,], it follows that there exists ko E (0, k) such 
that ZV* (~‘(ksx)) = 1, which yields 
1141; I 1l410,~ 
IIIb. b(cp) < cc and cp’_(b(cp)) < 00. 
Let x and cm be defined as in the case IIIa. Note that 0 < p(A,J < 00 
when cp(c,) > 0. Let k = b(cp)/c,. If Z,*(p’(kx)) 2 1, where cp’(b(cp)) denotes 
cpl(b(cp)), then we can find as above a number X E (O,k] such that 
Z,.(cp’(Xx)) = 1, which gives ]]x]]$ 5 ]]x]$ 
Assume now that Zv*(p’(kx)) < 1. By the definition of k, we have kx(t) = b(cp) 
for all t E A,. Let A be a measurable subset of A, of a positive and finite mea- 
sure. Since cp* is finite-valued, we can find a number p > cp’ (b(p)) such that 
&&‘Wxn\/d + ~*U%-44 = 1. 
Defining 
~(4 = cP’Wx(4)xn\&) + PxACO, 
we have y(t) E bp(kx(t)) for pa.e. t E R and Z,. (_v) = 1. 
Therefore ]lx]l~ = ]]xl]~ if [Ix[$ = 1 and so the equality holds for all 
x E Z&). 
We present now examples of Orlicz functions satisfying the assumptions from 
all of the cases I, II, IIIa and IIIb in the proof of Theorem 1. Assume below, in 
all the examples, that 1 5 p < cc. 
Example 1. Examples of finite-valued Orlicz functions with d(cp) = 00 are (cf. 
case I ): 
~(24) = up; cpi (24) = 28 ln( 1 + 24); (~~(24) = max{O, up - l}, p > 1. 
Note that J&(P) = &(P),L~,(P) = L&J) + J%(P). 
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Example 2. Examples of Orlicz functions with d(p) < 00 are (cf. case II): 
{ 
up 
P(U) = u; Pl (u> = 
forO<u< 1, 
Pu+l-p foruzl, cpz(u) = 4-G-S - 1; 
cps(u) = max{O,u - I}. 
Note that 
and 
L&L) = LI b>, Lx1 (CL) = f#c”) + L1 (PL), J%, (P) = ~5 (P> + Lm (~1 
II4I, = ll41~ = Il4l1~ II~II,, = I141v3 = II+,, +L = Wl4I~ + I141m: x = 
u+ v, u E L1, v E L,}. Also ]I . lip3 # II . I&. For example, if xa(t) = 
2ax[0,1p](O + ~xp,3]Wr~ > 0, then llxallps = 4~ < $a = II.dl~,. 
Example 3. The function 
v(u) = 1 1-m forO~u<l, 00 foru> 1. 
is an Orlicz function with b(cp) < cc and cpL(b(cp)) = cc (cf. case IIIa). 
Example 4. Examples of Orlicz functions with b(cp) < 00 and cpL(b(cp)) < co 
are (cf. case IIIb): 




Note that b(cp) = b(cpi) = 1, cpL(1) =p, (cpt)‘(l) = 0. Moreover, Z&J) = 
Lp(4 n J%&@,,(c~) = L,(P) and 
Ilxll;, = I141co. 
lIxIIv = maWdIp, I14Jr Ilxll~, = 
We also note that 
(7) Ilxll; = 
PWp- ’ IIxllp + I141m if P(x) I WP)l’pT 
P”pdql141 P if /W 2 k7/d’p, 
where PC4 = I141pIllxllm f or x # 0 and 1 /p + l/q = 1. In particular, for 
P = 1, Ibll$ = IbIll + I141co~ 
Remark 1. Assuming that an Orlicz function cp satisfies cp(u)/u --f IX as u + 00 
and that the measure ,LJ is either non-atomic or counting, we can get that the 
infimum in the Amemiya formula is attained for a certain k* = k’(x) > 0, that 
is, ]]x]]~ = & [l + Zq(k*x)] (see [l], Lemma 1). 
4. ADDITIONAL RESULTS AND REMARKS 
Already Orlicz showed in 1961 that the Luxemburg norm can be described in 
the Amemiya form. This description shows well the difference between the 
Luxemburg norm and the Orlicz norm in L,(p). 
Theorem A (Orlicz [12]). For any Orliczfunction ‘p and any x E Lip(p), we have 
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Remark 2. Orlicz showed in [12] even more, that is, if in the definition of an 
Orlicz function instead of convexity we have s-convexity (0 < s 5 1; s = 1 is just 
a convexity), i.e., ‘p(cru + @v) 5 oSp(z4) + psp(v) for all 24, v> 0, o, ,0 2 0, 
CP + p” = 1, then we can introduce an s-homogeneous norm by IIxllS,+ =
inf{A > 0 : Iv(x/X’ls) 5 1) on LIP(p). 
Orlicz proved also the following formula of the Amemiya type for this s-norm: 
Remark 3. Theorem 1 and Orlicz’s Theorem A suggest o consider the follow- 
ing family of the norms depending onp, 1 5 p 5 00, 
I(x(( 
%P 
= inf [l + z,(kx)Pl l” 
k>O k ’ 
Forp = 1 this is the Amemiya norm which is, by Theorem 1, equal to the Orlicz 
norm and for p = o;, this is the Luxemburg norm. The norms 11 . &,p decreases 
in p and 
There is a natural Kothe duality between these norms, that is, the Kothe dual of 
II . ll’p,p is II * ll’p:q’ where l/p+ l/q= 1. 
Theorem A and Remark 2 motivates us to do similar description in Orlicz 
spaces which are F-spaces. Let @ : [0, oo) --i [O,CXJ) be a cp-function, that is, a 
non-decreasing continuous vanishing at zero and unbounded function. Then 
the Orlicz space I,&) is defined again as the set of all x E Lo(p) such that 
Z@(b) = J~@P(~Iw>~P < cc for some X > 0: The space Lpi(p) is an F-space 
with the Mazur-Orlicz F-norm 
Ixjs = inf{X > 0 : 4(x/X) 5 X} 
and with the Koshi-Shimogaki F-norm 
Moreover, Ix]@ 5 ]x 1: 5 2 1~1~ (see [71, Th. 1.1). 
Theorem 2. For any cp-function @ and any x E L@(p), we have 
IXl@ = ,,f, in max{ k, Z&k*)). 
Proof. 
1 Z&x). 
for any k > 0 and we conclude that 
On the other hand, if 0 < k~ < l/ Ixlo, then I~(kox) 5 l/ko, i.e., 
Since 1 /ko can be arbitrarily close to 1 x ] @, we get 
inf max{k,IG(kx)} I 1x1@, 
k>O 
and the proof is complete. 
Remark 4. Theorem A (or Orlicz result in Remark 1) and Theorem 2, that is the 
Amemiya type formula for the Luxemburg norm and also the corresponding 
formula for the Mazur-Orlicz F-norm, remains valid in any modular space 
X, = {x E X: p(Xx) + 0 as X -+ O+}, where X is an abstract linear space and p 
is either a convex (or s-convex) modular on X or only the modular on X, re- 
spectively (cf. [7], [9] for the definition of modular, convex or s-convex mod- 
ular). 
Appendix 1: Proof of (7) 
If x E L&J) = &&CL) n &&), then 
1 + &(kx)] : k > O,I,(kx) < 00 
> 
=inf{ k [l + kPIIx$J : 0 < k I I/I~xI[~} = inf{fx(k) : 0 < k 5 l/~~x~~,}. 
[0, l/llxll,] is attained at: 
(a) k, = (;) “‘&when k, 5 l/]]x]], or equivalently if /3(x) 2 (py> I” and it 
is equal to 
f,(k) = { (;) I”+ (;) ‘;‘} II$, = pl’pq”q/lxII,, 
(b) at k, = l/]]x]], when k, 2 l/llxll,,, and it is equal to 
f,(k,) = ll& + Il4l;ll4l~--” = P(x)‘-‘I141p + II4lm 
Thus, the equality (7) is proved. 
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Appendix 2: Proof of Theorem A 
For the sake of completeness we will present two proofs of Orlicz’s Theorem A. 
Orlicz’s proof. If Z,(kx) 5 1, then IIxII, 5 l/k. If Z+,(kx) > 1, then 
4 (k-l;(kx)) = 4($rJ I zp(kx)/z,(kx) = 1, 
whence [Jx((~ 5 k-‘Z,(kx). Therefore 
I141q 5 max(l/k Z&4/4. 
On the other hand, if 0 < ko < l/IIx&,, then Zm(ksx) < 1, i.e., 
Since l/k0 can be arbitrarily close to IIxllVp, we get 
and the proof is complete. 
Second proof. Denote IIx(( = infk,,{max(i ,$Z,(kx))}. 
It is enough to show that IIxIIV = 1 + JIx(I = 1. 
Assume that [Jx((~ = 1. Then Zq(x) 5 1. We can consider two cases. 
I. Z+,(x) = 1. Then, by the convexity of cp, Z,(kx)/k 5 1 for all k E (0, l] 
and, hence, 
Ifk 2 1, then ZJkx)/k 2 k. Zv(x)/k = Z,(x) = 1, so that 
ji{{max(~,~Z+,(kx))} = igf’iZv(kx) = ZJx) = 1, 
because the functionf(k) = ZJkx)/k is nondecreasing on R+. Hence 
IJx(I = mint 
II. ZV(x) < 1. Then Zv(kx) = 00 for any k > 1. Otherwise, Zv(kx) < cc for 
some k > 1 and, by the continuity of the function g(X) = Z,(Xx) on [0, k], there 
is ko E (1, k) such that ZJkox) = 1, so that /[XII, = l/k0 < 1, a contradiction. 
Thus 
llxll = ,ftt<,max ~,~4&4 _ 
(I1 )=I, 
and the proof is complete. 
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